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A C K N 0 H L E D G E H E N T

Thanks is expressed to that element of truth

existent in the men, women, and things with whom and with

which I have been associated. May my failure to have per-

ceived these truths reflect not upon them but upon my in-
ability to see.
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It would be as presumptuous as it would be im-

possible to establish an architectural form for our time.

We can, however, investigate the attitude which is to pro-

duce the form. lt is clear that it would be as futile to

legislate the attitude as it has been to legislate moral-

ity. The form of our time should be that form which is

attained through the individual applieation of collective

understanding of the nature of as many things as it is with-

in our power to understand. Our powers of understanding

must establish our only limit of responsibility.

It is the purpose here to discuss briefly this

form producing attitude with relation to architectnral pro-

blems of our time.

If we are to produce a valid form for our time,

we must develop a valid attitude. To do this we must be

concerned with both the nature of things and the nature

of ourselves.

The direct violation of physical law, science

tells us, is either impossible or unprofitable. It will

not be long before man ceases to violate things as the
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child ceases to violate his finger by placing it in the fire.

But, as in the child's case, mere adherence to the laws govern-

ing the direct nature of things does not necessarily indicate

maturity, the understanding of ourselves or the understanding

of eur environment and the relationships between them.

We need not worry about any single one of the many

pssible valid answers to the problem of form, but e do need

to concern ourselves with the equation which produces it and,

most of all, those variables which impinge upon the equation.

U must be careful to perceive nature in its whole

and produce an architecture which will, by definition, relate

to the land and te other buildings. Regardlng existing build-

ings, we must decide whether or not they be valid; if so, we

can build in harmony with them; if not, we must be oareful not

to pßtpßtuatß a lie with other lies.

Although our forms should all be in uitively inte-

grated, we must take care not to develop a unified express-

ion to the point of monotony; architectural introversion.

That which is superficial can also bß ruthless.

It is evident that economics and money handling has done

much to retard the development of a true architectural form.

We must investigate abuses, mostly of the nature of man, and

give our works purpose beyond sheer pragmatism.
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The purpose and importance of our building will,

according to the nature of cultures, vary; but should, by

the nature of themselves, express themselves. We must seek

to create controlled space conducive to the natural life of

man, spiritual context inclusive.

Our architecture will have natural order when we

become equally as sympathetic and tolerant as one tree to

another: yet remembering the forest decomposes its dead

wood. ue must profit fro our past errors as the tree pro-

fits from the earth fertilized by its own dead leaves.

Blacksburg, 1951

H.V.S.
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Laotse has said, "Man's loss of his original

nature comes from the distractions of the material world

acting through the five senseS.”1 That we have not regain-

ed our original nature is self·evident. Our society in-

dicts us; its works convict us. We have become slaves to

the extent that we have diverged fro, as well as our own

nature, the nature of our universe.

It is to the cutting through the haze of invalidi-

ties which constitutes much of the atmosphere in which we

design and build that this thesis is directed. First, in

this search, this one for freedom in a sense, the nature of

man, of universe, and the relationships which do and could

exist between them, will be explored in terms of building.

lf, perhaps, subsequent analysis of existing relationships

apear too critical, it must be borne in mind, that much is

based upon, as well as observation, introspection.

Second, cultures will be explored in an effort

to more clearly establish the relationships which exist

between man and the pattern he produces. With this

relationship in mind, our contemporary pattern will be ex-
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amined and an attempt will be made to evaluate the dminant

trends which now seem to be directing it toward the contra-

dictory expressions so apparent today.

Third, designs will be given of a natural com-

munity and of a natural living unit, illustrating through

application of these same natural relationships, but two of

many levels of planning. A site in the Blue Ridge Mountains,

northeast of Hoanoke has been chosen as the area for develop-

ment which, although topographically undesirable for build-

ing by present criteria, permits demonstration of the flexi-

bility attainable through application of spirit and technics

of natural building. Q
This thesis is an attempt to see the whole more

clearly in terms of its parts. Design today, as attested by

almost every area of development, is in a state of chaos, less

conscious of the world for which it wasaexecuted than it is

of itself. The method of approach, not being purely scienti-

fic, is in itself a questioning of contemporary methos of

inquiry. Natural law, in the academic sense, is but the nota-

tion of physically observed phenomena and has been taken more

as a boundary than as a fluid instrument of understanding

cognizant of omnipresent relativities. Natural law, in its

broadest sense, at best, but an instantaneous approximation
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(for what has become of Euclidian geometry and Newtcnian

physics), is here suggested es a criterion for design. A

criterion which will continue tc grow together with science

and art in the iuterests ef man.
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”How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea,

whose action is no strenger than a flo¤er?'

Shakespeare 'King Lear'
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Han's knowledge of the nature of the Universe has

grown rapidly in recent years; our culture, to a large

measure, representing the exploitation of this knowledge.

That this culture is not all that it promises to be becomes

evident upon examination of the fragmentary and disintegrate

pattern that we ourselves have produced. Although we have

neglected the nature of things, we have more neglected to

determine the nature of the relationship between things and

man and the nature of man himself. While we may never know

the true nature of man, we must concern ourselves with it.

”.... we have tended in recent years
to adopt an attitude which is too objec-
tive. We have thought in terms of the
thing, the work of art or piece of crafts-
manship, and too little in terms of the ,
person. .... What we have neglected, in [
short, is the whole phenomenon of taste,

’

and we have even becoge a little shy of
using the very word."

Herbert Read

It is only to the degree with which e can view

our civilization, unbiased by our own experiences, that

we can approach an insight into the nature of man. Unfor-

tunately, the overwhelming mass of complexities imposed upon
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individuals from beyond their powers of choice, so condi-

tion them as to make complete objectivity impossible. Ne

can, however, individually view the world from our own van-

tage points of least bias and perhaps produce a nearly cor-

rect coposite.

A valid design cannot emanate frm an invalid

culture. Herbert Head, sharing this opinion, coments on

the current status of art in general; ”Uhen I say that a

society gets the style it deserves, the implication is that

we lack a great style in the arts today because we have not

yet evolved a form of society from which a style can spon-

taneously emerge. This is another way of saying that as a

people we lack tggtg, and once we have stated the truth in

that brutal way, we have put the blae where it properly be-

longs - on ourselves, on our present social structure.'3

Of late the practice of architecture has com to

connote, as well as an art, a lucrative business or a career,

in which, through the production of plans, specifications,

etcetera, the practitioner is remunerated with either money,

notariety, or both. In many cases the remuneration itself

is the prime motive for producing the work, it not being

realized that in the creation of a design, which may be term-

ed an art, the design itself is its own reward. It is not
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proposed that fees be wrong, but only that fees as an end
in themselves approach a form of theft. Many architects,

doubtful of their ability, and not without reason, design
on a cut-rate fee basis, giving rise to the design bargain

counter; another parasitic subsidiary to voracious commer-

cialism.

Uver eighty percent of the building in this coun-
try is done without the aid of an architect,4 a fact which

makes it difficult to establish the architect as an integral

part of the building industry. For this reason perhaps, on

the grounds that he was not asked, the architect refuses to

accept the responsibility for the discontinuity and lack of

integration discernible in the architectural world. Al-
though less direct, his responsibility is no less. His loss

of prerogative in building cae about by his own hand. Not
only did he neglect to integrate an understanding of con-

temporary architectural reality but, when responsibilities

were being weighed against fees, he bent under the economic

strain to the point of professional failure.
Overstreet rightly says that ”maturity is not

synonymous with adjustment'5 and, by the see token, we may

say that the product of a mature architectural mind need

not necessarily gglggg to existing physical, social, eco-
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nomic, or aesthetic criteria. The number of satisfied

clients in this largely unnatural society reflects to the
discredit of our architects. For a valid architecture to
exist we must first have a valid society from which it can
spring. The classically sterreotyped and commercially
variegated facades, that many of our architects have given
us, are products of and create an environent conducive to
the perpetuation of the unnatural eleents of our society.

Han's only claim to identity lies in his mastery over in-
stinct by will.6 lan's actions are selective rather than
compulsive largely as a function of conditions. ”The power
of the architect", says Pavalov, 'to fix the conditions in
which life and living has to take place, is tremendous · al-
mst frightening. Are those co¤ditions”, he asks, ”going
to de away with human autonomy, and press man back into a
purely instinctive automatic individual; or can they be such
that they will maintain and sustain his autonomy?”7

Between man and his shelter, be it a house or a
factory, there exists an almost divine relationship which
can be expressed. Our environment reflects us and we our
environment. Since we have been given the prerogative to
somewhat shape our environment, particularly in the realm
of architecture, we can be held responsible for that reflec·
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tion of ourselves. Look at the city; a gross violation of

almost every law of Nature. Each, both man and environment,

must be seen as one; functions of one another, yet a unity.

In our cities we have built our own yoke. Ne

have created an unnatural environment that creates unnatural

men. Only by untangling the skein of threads which make up

our coplex life, and eliminating those eleents which thwart

nature can we free ourselves of our own product. Louis

Mumford has said, ”If
society is paralyzed today, it is not

for lach of means but for lach of purpose”.8 Certainly we

are not facing a technical problem but a spiritual problem;

the inability, individually and collectively, to distinguish

and see in terms of principle that which is valid.

For security in our architecture we have leaned

heavily on the expressive integrity of the past;9 an integrity

we have failed to weave into the fabric of our own age. Per-

haps, because we are subconsciously ashamed of its misappro-

priation, we have failed to use in our building the technology

of our own tim; a technology which has the potential to solve

so many of the problems it itself has incurred.

Someties it is difficult to seo how we can have a

philosophy so personally functional, even at the expense of

others, and yet produce such a superficial architecture at our
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own expense. lt is no wonder that our architecture is syn-

thetic, vulgar, and confused. On a national scale we have

confused sensualism with love, substituted plushness and

gaudiness for quality and craftsmanship. We have cultivated

our intrigues and lost our honesty. In short, we have, with-

out a murmur, accepted the erstatz product of a comercially,

egotistically,and indifferently misappropriated industrialism

at the expense of our sensitivity. Evidencing this, we have

our television watcher, pinball machine player, cigarette

smoker, party record listener, and yes, regardless of from

what century he steals, our cliche builder; mute, for they

have lost the power of expression, testimony of the norm.

We progress from day to day with the assurance of

Voltaire's Candide, that all is for the best, although that

about us contradicts it. Governments threaten to outlaw fail-

ures caused by man's violations of nature. Subsidized com-

munities, like subsidized individuals, tend to lose their

sense of responsibility. When we have lost the right to fail

an will no longer have the opportunity to succeed.

In our advertising, as in our politics, as in our

religion, and as in our architecture, we have lost integrity.

Its absence is unconsciously anticipated in our daily tran-

sactions; its toleration but a further acknowledgment of our
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dulled sensitivity.

The abuse of our free economy stems from a fail-

ure to perceive the whole in terms of realities of which w
x

are part, Henry Ford comments on the real estate myth; a

myth subscribed to and perpetrated hy interests committed

to an incorruptible allegiance to profit maximum. 'Nothing

will finally work more effectively to nndo the fateful grip

which the city has taken upon the people than the destruc-

tion of the fictitions land values which the city traditions

have set up and maintained“.1Ü Car land values are estab-

lished not by what the land is worth but by what can be

gotten for it, There is a difference; certainly a loaf of

bread can be sold to a starving man for more than it is worth,

Many schools are classified on the sae basis; how much their

graduates are making; not their value. College curricula are

fillod with courses dealing with a near infinite variety of

technical data predicated on the laws of nature to be used
by graduates, often through lach of understanding, in the

abuse of nature. This understanding, the absence of which

becomes increasingly dangerous as our mechanical leverage to-

day necessarily places more and more prerogatlve in feuer and

fewer hands, is the schools' responsibility to transmit to
the student together with technology. It was Diderot who
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said ”human beings are safe to have around only if they are
as weak in their powers of execution as they are in their

powers of understand1ng”.11

In our newspapers, magazlnes, radio and movies,
the superlative is in great dmand. The same is true in most
of our designs, industrial and architectural, as evidenced by
our automobiles, our buildings, and our city planning pro-
grams. They have become, for the most part, hot items to be

understood and used, but rather pagan fettishes to herald to
the world our station in this life of appearance. Cultural
headstones. The vast numbercf automobiles of the same year,

make and model, each marked in large shining chrome letters,
”custom", reflect the degree of integrity prevalent. Ihether

the manufacturers thought they were custom or that they would

sell better is irrelevant. Either is a form of self·deception;
one directly, the other once removed. It is that same abuse
which destroys the words of our language that destroys the in-
tegrity they should express.

Many works today are justified and copared on what
has not been established as veritable criteria; cost, saleability,
precedent, and popular demand. These measures of value, al-
though often of significance in a practical sense, do not in
themselves constitute a final criterion. Iuch of the best of
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the past was at the time of conception most impractical.

By the existing cost criteria, the most economical design

is usually the most expensive; a derision not on the use

of oney as a medium of exchange, but on the obscurity of
purpose in context with its use. Where we do not have

quality, we dmand its illusion. In building, the results
of this system are evidenced by the development of con-
struction techniques based on the principle of successive-
ly covering multitudinous sins. We frame, lath, plaster,
paint, and somtimes wallpaper. What poor werkmanship re-
mains by way of joints we cover with trim. Finally, we deny
our very fastenings with plastic wood and putty.

Many architects complain that there is no demand
for good design; their werk, devoid of flavor, reflects this
amply relieved sense of responsibility. True, if a better

architecture is to come, it must spring fro a social de-

mand if it is to be of this time. Architecture out of con-
text with life can be no more than a form of art for arts
sake. But there is a fine and wavering line between the
architect and the society in which he works, and that line
will determine the art. Each will draw their own.

The ned for the development of taste must be ful-
filled through the utillzation of contemporary educational
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channels. It is difficult, however, to convince others of

that which we are not fully convinced of ourselves; that there

is a natural and indigenous expression of our own age, and

through its development a fuller life is attainable. Archi-

tects would do well to ask themselves how their own werk makes

the feel. This presupposes feeling. If it gives them the
feeling that Picasso gets from his own work, it may be both

imaginative and good. If it gives them the sae feeling one

gets from a sunrise, it will be architecture.
There are many who believe that architecture is

but a game; like much of modern painting, a game to be play-

ed by one player who makes rules to suit his whims -”sheer

caprice.”12 The architect assumes a greater responsibility.

When a building is built, people, often little by choice, are
subjected to it. Good architecture, as well as painting and

sculpture, will have something to say and, by so doing, strike
some common chord in the society. When working from either

precedent or habit, many, unknowingly, abuse the insight that

we have gained into the nature of our universe. There are

those who flaunt man's technical knowledge, laboring under

the impression that we have overcome nature. It is not nature

that we have overeome, but rather our own ignorance of it.
Certainly the bird that flies by delicately adjusting the lift
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of an airfoil with the pull of gravity, has overcome no laws

of nature.
As well as making an appeal for a natural build-

ing criteria, Emerson gives a clear description of prevailing

conditions. When he speaks of the past and distant, minutes

and inches are as significant as centuries and miles.

"Our houses are built with foreign
taste: our shelves are qarnished with
foreign ornments; our opinions, our
tastes, our facilities lean and follow
the Past and Distant. The soul created
the arts wherever they have flourished.
It was in his own mind that the artist
sought his model. ;g_was the application
gg_ggg_ggg thought gp_pgg thing gg_pg
done ggg the conditions gg_pg observed,

”And why need we copy the Doric or
Gothic model? Beauty, oonvenience, gran-
deur of thought and queint expression are
as near us as to any, and if the American
artist will study with hope and love the
precise thing to be done by him, consider-
ing the climate, the soil, the length of
the day, the wants of the people, the habit
and form of the government: he will create
a house in which all three will find them-selves fitted and tpgte and sentiment will
be satisfied also”.

It must he remembered that designs exist in a real-

ity outside of themselves. As well as physically, they exist

both socially and economically; and to do so successfully,

they must come into being through valid means to serve a valid

purpose. That is to say, they must become part of a natural
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process in the life of those who execute them, as well as

those for whom they were executed. It is the architect who

must exercise his unifying prerogative within the limits im-

plied by a high degree of mutual understanding,

A natural architecture cannot degenerate into a

single style. There will be as many styles as there are

people; yet each will be within the broad framework of a

fundamntal idea; Nature. And this idea will have purpose.

One concept of modern architecture defines it as free, open,

and gay. We just want to make a boundary, tell them what

they're going to get, and maybe ourselves too. There's no

need to work from properties gg there's understanding of the

generating principle.

"How the universe is like a bellowsl
Empty yet it gives a supply that

never falls;
The more it is worked the more it

brings forth ....°14
Laotse

Economy of form must be ebserved to match that of

the tree. Why is it that our ships appear so refined, trim,

yes, aesthetic. It is that frugality of form they possess by

necessity as the sea is a building site which tolerates little

violation of the natural order. If the earth but rid herself

of inorganic building as the sea ships, we would be more pru-
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dent in our architecture.
A

Man has long had access to a store of sound de-
sign thinking which, in his hurry through the centuries, he
seems to have overlooked. Much of the work of the past, done
at no small cost, could well be re-examined for contemporary
application. Laotse, five hundred years before Christ, com-
ments on the utility of non-being.

”Cut out doors and windows in the
house

From their not-being arises the utility
of the house.

Therefore by the existence of things
we profit.

And by the non•ex;stence of things we
are served.”1°

The negative, as well as the positive, existence of buildings,
within themselves and in relation to their surroundings, bears
study. Through the use of todays light long span structnral
systems, our buildings could lend themselves to a negative
development never before physically possible. This active
negativism omnipresent in all nature, whether it be the rela-
tionship of valley to mountain, window to wall or woan to man;
is but one of countless other equally important though intan-
gible design considerations scarcely known in many architec-
tural offices today.

The physical building, as well as the space defined,
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is measurable in terms of but three dimensions. In this

natural concept of planning it will be necessary to consid-
er the time with respect to rate of change of the varying

relationships of form and void, thus introducing a fourth
dimension, On two dimensional paper we may express a three

dimensional building; to express the fourth dimension in

planning we must design in three dimensions; models.

In this endeavor, this one to express our own
culture in our work, the sincerity, or certainly the con-

sciousness, of many of our professional educators is diffi-

cult to establish, particularly as we witness the flagrant

repudiation of their own product in their campus planning

and building programs. Although it is doubtful that the
administrator; of loading medical schools would recommend
leeching as a cure for blood poisening, many schools in which
architecture is taught are today building Gothic fortresses
for libraries and are applying Baroque street plans to re-

lieve traffic congestion.16

'If a hive be disturbed by rash and stupid hands,
instead of honey, it will yield us bes".17 Emerson's pene-
trating observation adequately delegates the responsibility

for many of todays planning errors. The illusion that

change is synonymous with progress is illustrated by the
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recent and unchallenged statement in the school paper of a

Southern college. lt was said that ”co¤struction is sure

evidence of progress”,18 alluding to the destruction of a

beautiful natural campus by bulldozers and earth movers to

make way for a monumental mall; a tribute to the already over

inflated ego of education.

There can never be developmnt of a natural cul-

ture through legislation or systems of mass organization.

Only when free individuals recognize within themselves, as

natural organisms, their responsibilities to nature and act

in accord with these respousibilities, will an indigenous

natural culture flourish. The same culture which flourishes

in an atmosphere of and by man who respect nature, will with-

er and die in the deserts of commercialism, egotism, despot-

ism, naturalism, or for that matter, any ism. Whoever would

nourish the culture will do it alone, but they will not be a-

lone. It may be asked, how does this apply to architecture?

It is life; and architecture is because of life, as well as

what so much of life happens in.

Our buildings must be built in the sae spirit as

Rostand's freedo loving Cyrano de Bererac; they must carry

their adornents on their souls. Application of clever de-

tails fro last months architectural magazines, as well as
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the salesman's harangues, but obliterate that which they

would identify, A natural architecture will not be one of

flash and label. It can only flow from a society in which
a restaurant is known for its food and a church ia known
for its faith; neither for their advertisements. h

'He who makes use of nature'§1$aw accomplishes
results without labor.

Laotse
Changes will come in the mechanics but the prin-

ciple will be the sae. As creatures, not in, nor walking
around on, but of Nature, we are obligated to adjust to these
changes. If we cannot accept or reject, with Nature as our
criterion, these changes, because cf physical, emotional,
and intellectual rigidity, we will share that much more the
responsibility for the postponemant of a better life.

The greater security of fluidity takes form as
a life of proximities.
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'°0ur culture is the predominance of an idea which draus

after it this train of cities and institutions. Let us

rise inte another idea; they will disappear."

Emerson 'On Circles'
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C A U S E A N D E X A W P L E S

As has earlier been pointed out, man exercises a

prerogative over his environment. What this prerogative is

and how it is exercised is made manifest in the physical

pattern which grows up around him. Throughout history, we

can perhaps see more objectively than in our own time some

of the different patterns that have risen from man's em-

brace of varying ideas. It is rarely, however, that we can

find a unified idea, and thus it follows that most cultures

consist of a pattern woven of the intricate overlappings of

their many different ideas. Although the natural conditions

of time and place will greatly affect the physical develop-

ment of patterns, it is to the purposes and ideals of man

that we must look if we are to discover its character. It

is evident that periods of architecture are usually distin—

guishable with parallel developments in religion, philosophy,

music, literature, the arts and social custom.

The static and prmanent architecture of Egypt,

for example, grew from the Egyptian's strong belief in the

future state. Dwelling houses, few of which remain today,
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were considered as temporary, whereas the everlasting Tomb,
their permanent lodgings, were erected at great expense, in
carefully laid out cities. The inward sloping walls, the
rock Gut tomb, ad massive temples with avenues of stone
sphinxes, all bespeak of an investment of the masses by des-
potic rulers in the architectural solution of the problems
anticipated in a timeless hereafter on earth.

viein what remain: today, we might say that they
were, to a large measure, architecturally successful in

accomplishing what they tried to do. But can we say that
the work, suffering, and genius expended were directed towards
an equally successful idea? It is true that architecture as
an absolute must be judged on its own terms, but as an ab-
solute, its meaning is shallow. The laws of relativity exist
socially, aesthetically and spiritually. We then must be
equally as conscious of the thinking and feeling which pro-
duce and are produced by the patterns, as the patterns them-
selves.

The Greeks, unified by religion, founded upon the
worship of natural phenomena, and a political philosophy based
upon democratic principles, enjoyed the fruition of one of the
most integrated cultural developments the world has seen. As
well as in religious and political activities, there was wide
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spread interest and participation in music, drama, fine arts

and national games. The physical patterns of their cities and

their buildings, although limited in form, continue to echo un-

yielding respect for natural phenomna; this religion, this

idea fra which they sprang.

Their structural system, post and lintil, was simply

expressed, giving a unity of effect. Visual stability was ef-

fected by ”judicious observance of the law of gravity”2o In

their stone work, consideration was given to the nature of the

material, Compressive stones were placed with their bedding

planes, as they were in the quarry; entablatures were placed

with an equal understanding of the materials ”grain”. As well

as being concerned with the physical natures of their build-

ings, the Greeks explored the nature of vision, developing num-

erous corrective masures for optical illusions. Sculpture,

color and guilding were integrated in the design of their build-

ings with a discriminating restraint, a restraint much lacking

in the application of architectural cliche and advertising

media on our present day buildings. The success of the Greek

pattern, developed for man, whom the Greeks considered to be

the masure of all things, can perhaps be attributed to their

ability to perceive fundamentals with respect to material, de-

sign and purpose. In their public agoras, their temples and
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their houes, within the limits of their knowledge, the prin-

ciple rings clear. It is almost conclusive for our purpose

to note that the mst complete and perfect expression of Greek

architecture cae simultaneous with the highest culmination of

Greek thinking in the golden age of the fifth century B.C.2l

It suggests as a prerequisite for a better architecture, a

higher thinking.
Briefly, let us consider the Roman mind with respect

to their pattern. Their religion was part of the State and

was felt much less strongly than that of the Greek. Accord-

ing to Virgil and Homer, the population came to dislike rural

life, leaving the land in favor of the city. Large armies con-

trolled by the Government, were maintained for defense against

barbarian invasion. Their social life was architecturally pro-

vided for; thermae for games and bathing, circuses for races,

amphitheatres for gladatorial contests, theatres for dramas,

basilicas for law suite, state temples for religion and the

”domus” for the family life. The Forum existed as the center

of public life and national commerce. Sccially there were

Patricians, Plebeians and slaves, the middle class being non-

existent. Women were held in high respect, as was the entire

family ura.22
It is significant to observe that their culture had
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much in common with ours today. We share also much of their

physical pattern of developmnt. Their chief contribution in

building consisted of engineering developments, 1.6., the

arch, vault, and dome, and the introduction of the concept

of space. They freely plagiarized the style of the Greeks

(our own culture has not limited itself so), with total dis-

regard of scale or functional integrity, to provide a super-

ficial and grandiose ostentation for their public buildings.

Robb comments cn the Roman planning concept.
”The

Roman builder makes everything subordinate to the principle

of the axis in planning, taking even less account of natur-

al configuration than his Helenistic predecessor, creating

the complex and abstract symetrical perfection that was

bis ideal, with no concern for anything but its realisation

as a means of attaining an overwhelming effect“.23

The large Roman cities appear to have had numerous
”insu1a”

or multi-story block tenneents for workman, a dwell-

ing problem solution yet in wide use. Also, the Romans are

credited with the development of concrete, together with in-

genious ethods devised for its denial; stucco, wall facing

and mosaic. We have followed their precedent with few ex-

ceptions until recently with the architectural use of struc-

tural steel, reinforced concrete, masonry block, plywood and
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numrous other newly developed ediums of building. Again,

like the Romans, we are perhaps not conscious of our best

work; that which, having no architectural pretense, is but

purely utilitarian in nature.

The Romans, like ourselves, largely materialistic,

suffering threat of war, and having plagiarized their cul-

tural vocabulary, were most creative in technical develop-

ments. The analogy but again amplifies the demand for an

introspective analysis of our culture.

That part of the so called dark ages, beginning

in the thirteenth century, which produced the Gothic cathe-

dral, again illustrates the close link between what man thinks

and what he does.

The town, under the secular rulers and the guild,

grew with the development of comercial activity. With in-

creased wealth a rivalry rose between neighboring towns,

which was expressed in the erection of both public and eccle-

siastical buildings, Te cathedral becae the dominant archi-

tectural symbol of the Church's authority over all aspects

of human activity. They were built with a communal spirit

that gave little significance to individual importance, as

attested by the anonymity of the medieval artists. It is

important to note that, however slight his identity, the
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medieval builder was intrusted with prerogative that far

exceeds that of todays workman. The Gothic masons allowed

themselves license in the treatment and disposition of

ribs24 es did the soulptors in the creation of decorative

motifs. The success and integration of the whole is appar-

ent in the copleted werk. The Gothic builders clearly re-

cognized the social and economic nature of their work, fully

developing the technology at their disposal. Haking use of

small, easily transportable, stones, they developed thick

mertar joints to provide the structure with necessary elas-

ticity.25 This willingness, this ability to utilize with

proper subordination to the desired results, the technology

of their times, is an achievemnt which we today might well

emulate. With nearly eight hundred years of furthering

technical developments fro which to draw, we rarely achieve

the same unity.

P A T T E R N T 0 D A Y

The city today serves as a highly concentrated

example of the pattern which our own culture is producing.

Its chaos and confusion suggests a re-exmination of the

ideas upon which it is predicate, if from its apparent
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lack of direction, it can be assumed to have an idea. With-

in our pattern today we can claim open-mindedness, if not

creativeness, as e have plagiarized quite impartially with

the efficiency and scale of industry, alost every art form

and combination thereof that history has seen. This cul-

tural appropriation could not have been made with understand-

ing, es it is impossible to claim understanding to the point

of the simultaneous execution of so many centradictory

philosophies.
Perhaps to a great degree, the technology which so

much today demands specialization, can be held responsible

for our failure to develop and integrate more than but frag-

mentary examples of our cultural potential. The machine age,

although it has increased our physical potential manifold,

has failed to provide the means for man to satisfy his need

for a creative expression. This failure, readily apparent

in the production processes, is equally significant on the

consumer level. The perversion of the creative drive can be

noted, for example, in todays highly specialized machine

fur locomotion, the automobile. Both hearing and vision are

grossly appealed to by the ”gutted” muffler and auto port

hole, as well as numerous other equally useless chrome de-

corations. William Morris early sought remedy for this con-
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dition in his proposed plan to return to a handicraft

civilization. This trend of thinking lingers even today,

subscribed to by those who, not in search of a solution

and unwilling to recogniae even the benefits of technology,

are but in the grip of a somewhat understandable reaction-

ary reflex. lf mankind eliminated from the world all things

which ere subject to abuse, it is conceivable that there

would be nothing left. Certainly it is not the technology

itself which can be held responsible for the ills of its

shortcomings and misappropriations.

Charles Abrams, citing the slum as a mark of the

present generation, sees the loss of the individuals ability

to house himself as a by-product of specialisation, suggest-

ing a retrogression from the state of neolethic man.26 lt

is not the specialization , nor the technology which necessi-

tates it, that can be held responsible for our present dilem-

ma. The situation seems to stem from the fact that we have

been unable to apply our technology to either the problems

it was devised to solve or the problems it has brought with

it. Gallien appears correct in his observation that *metheds

of transportation, powr and comunication invalidate the

crowded concentration we unwittingly accept as the necessary

evil of urban existence".27 Ne cannot hold technology, this
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technology that we are employing to further its own denial,

responsible for our failure to understand it or our failure

to harness that which we do understand in the interests of

man. The high degree of effectiveness of technology con-

sciously applied, usually resulting from a direct material

threat, is evident in the fields of mdicine, war and self

aggrandizeent. We must bring our knowledge to focus on the

problems of slums, congestion, and product design; in short,

that which is tolerated by what is most dulled by our civili-

zation - our sensitivity.

Design education, so little a part of the pattern

it so much affects, must develop a full awareness of its in-

fluence. It extends far beyond the physical and the visual.

Many of todays design schools, both architectural and indus-

trial, have placed maximum stress on mechanics at the expense

of their most primary function; that of stimulating individu-

al search for principle. A procedure not unlike making a

trip in a strange country without either map or destination.

This substitution of fact for idea is perpetrated largely by

a twofold erroneous assumption; (1) that contmporary design

as such has arrived and (2) that suppression of the individu-

al is necessary to insure the elevation of the general level

of design through the teaching of vocabularies of forms. While
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the design may, the designer can never be mass produced.

Speculation, beyond a point, regarding the valid-

ity of man's course, leads one eventually to the realization

of te imperative need for ccnstructive action, freely taken

toward a common end. Lucretious, writing on the nature of

the Universe, has suggested the lag which exists beteen the

idea and its application.
”Sc

each particular development is brought
gradually to the fore by the advance of
time, and reason lifts it into the light
of day. ßen saw one notion after another
take shape within their minds until by
their arts, they scaled the topmost peak.”28

Lucretious, Book V
'Nature of the Universe'

It appears then to be a matter of cultural assimilation, our

problem being to take these new notions, so many of which

have come within such a short tie, and by gg;‘g;;g weave

thm into an integrated pattern for human existence.

We have often seen those mst successful in ex-

tracting from the city, intellectual, spiritual, and economic

profit, negligent of the laws of depletion, escape both

vertically and horizontally to the penthouse and suburb.

We will soon be faced with the futility of trying to reap

what we have not sotvn.
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T R E N D S

In this search today for an improved approach to-

ward planning, most of man's ideas seem to align themselves

with one or more of four major categories. These categories,

subject to the dangers and limitations of generalization, are

distinguishable as trends in plans both proposed and eXeCut—

ed. Some of these trends represent the acceptanee of means

in lieu of an end. These means, no less valid for not being

understood, must however, be placed in the proper persective.

We must not confuse our tools with the use to which they are

to be put.
Categorization can be but approximation. Were the

sieve made suffieiently fine, there should be as many cate-

gories as there are individuals. Unfortunately the number of

individuals eontinues to remain less than the number of people

as an inverse function of the popularity of philosophie col-

lectivism.
It is important to realize that these trends, as they

appear within man and his work, will not exist in a pure state.

They will, even as within an entire culture, overlap in very-

ing proportions with differing results.

It might be well to include, before discussion of the
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more distinquishable trends in architecture, mention cf a

current and growing practice which, although not of archi-

tecture itself, represents an encroachment upon architecture.

The 'drafting service' operator, much responsible for the

architects reduced prerogative, yet most active in political

lobby to guarantee commissions, functions under the misnoer

'architect'. They but take and fill orders. The pattern to-

day has beceme comonplace. The promoter chooses the lot,

the plan, the cost, the materials, and the style. The

mechanical fixture and advertising mn submit their layouts,

all before the fact; the building itself. It is easy to

see why Louis Sullivan had nothing but contempt for the

“draughtsman"29 for it is the draftsman who is called upon

te face this dismal task of doing the building. For the job

he will be armed with a sheaf of often arbitrary and, more

often, premature decisions. Where is the architect? He

copromised right down the middle until he forget what he

was trying te do. The draftsman in a few years will have

stripped himself of whatever tinge of architectural under-

standing he may have had. And the process may well continue

for there have been many so stripped. It is the fate of the

draftsman who allows himself to become an instrument, more

faithful to his security than to his identity. As for the
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building, when the working drawings are complete, the rend-

erings and models are made; again after the fact. Too late

for any but a helpless hindsight and a lure to catch new

clients.
But let us consider the more seriously pursued

trends of design.

H e c h a n i s t i c

The machine itself and our suhsequent failure to

subordinate it to the interests of man, being, to a great

extent responsible for the rise of a new search for methods

and expression of design, even being a method and expression

in itself, provides us with a point of departure in this ex-

amination of contmporary trends in planning,

The machine being but an inanimate collection of

material operating within the bounds of natural law, capable

of neither good nor bad, leads us to inquire of those philoso-

phie: which directly and indirectly control and are controll-

ed by it,

In a matter of little more than two hundred years,

the philosophy of the machine has risen from a position of

near obscurity to that which it holds today; dominant, and

threatening even humanism. Man's intimate relationship: with

nature, necessarily experienced in the early agrarian social
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structure, have given way to those artificial relationships

brought about by man's self-subjugation to the machine. Much

of the philosophy of the day, supported by science, is pre-

dicated upon the cynicism and fatalism which envisions man

himself a machine, but a puppet acting in accordance with

predictable mechanical law. This denial of free will is dis-

cernable in literature and design of our tim.

Like the writings of Thmas Hardy, the architecture

(not to be confused with the engineering) of R, Buokmiuster

Fuller sees man as little more than a gadget. Fuller, hav-

ing done significant research in the field of structure, giv-

ing us the tension column and a theory of continuous tension

and discontinuous compression, has in his own application of

these forms assumed the full authority of the designer. Un-

fortunately however, like so many men of science today, he tends

to see man as but a collection of technical components. His

toilets,like the houses in which they are used, while saving

of space, are representative of the over engineering and under

humanization that is reducing life to its barest mechanical

fulfillment.
Although made with all good intent, a new criterion

with far-reaching effect has come with the F.H.A. minimum di-

mension requirements. Minimum clearance for a minimum life.
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lf it is better than none we must soon realize that it is

not enough.

”.... we_produce nillions of standardiaed
articles once cheap in price, and always
cheap in artistry; step by step skill dis-
appears before mechanism, quality before
quantity, art before industry, and character
before wealth; soon man himself will disap·
pear, and only buttons and switches will re-
main. Is it any wonder that a generation
content with talking movies instead of drama,
with tenements instead of homes, with tele-
graph poles instead of trees, and with poli-
ticians instead of statesmen, has at last
surrendered all personality and initiative,
and ermitted itself to be described as a
procession of machines?”3o

Will Durant

In our architectural design we must come to see the mechani-

cal equiment as an adjunct to the building and the building

as an adjunct to the people. The flush valve within earshot

of the auditorium and the glare of the exposed luminare, like

the city designed for traffic instead of people, represent

but a technology out of control. Hechanism, as a servant of

man, is a powerful tool; as an end in itself, a philosophy; as

an art, but a medium; and es a cultural pattern, an inhumanity.

Le Corbusier tells us in 1927, that we must ”create

the mass prduction splrit“.31 ue created the mass production

spirit, which in itself was a good thing; but, we lost our in-
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dividual spirit in the process. The house, as envisioned by

Le Corbusier, would become a machine for living; but further

shearing us of our identity, and for that matter, the country-

side of its also. This attitude is unncessarily self-effac-

ing, Surely design is capable of giving us more than a ma-

chine environmnt in which spiritual significance is but a

calculated component.

”Ana1ysis”, says Bergson, "will undoubtedly resolve

the process of organic creation into an ever growing numer

of physico-chemical phenomna, and chemists and physicists will

have to do, of course, with nothing but thse. But it ggg;

gg; follow that chemistry and physics will ever give us the

key to life.”32 Although limiting mechanism, considering our

present position, Bergson might well have suggested that the

chemist ad physicist concern themselve; gggg the hroblem of

relating their knowledge of natural phenomena to life. We
A

will choose between man in the service of the machine, and the

machine in the service of man.

Egocentric

The egocentric trend in design has perhaps stemmed

from man's reaction to the machine. Unwilling to accept his

fate as a oog, he became a god, unconscious of the difference

between individuality and personality. Carried to extreme,
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ost often in the interests of commercialism, the egocentric

architect, admitting tc no law higher than himself, produes

a style, the only claim to identity of which is its curiosity.

Forced originality, insomuch as it was never good, constitutes

perhaps a greater vice than plagiarism.

The most serious and unescapable transgressions of

the egocentric designer are those which violate natural physi—

cal laws in the name of original creation. Into this class

falls the designer who works in either ignorance or indiffer-

ence of natural law. The result will he the sae.

Not feeling responsibility commensurate with that

respect which society does hold for him, he takes lightly the

prerogative which individuals and groups place into his hands.

In an effort to forward design, the egocentric seehs effects,

with little or no concern for the cause of which it should be

the product or the product it causes. When effect is sought,

independent of cause, the result becomes affectatious.

The 'sculptural” house which rots, often even before

it is completed, and the automobile which, although ”styled",

fails to safely and economically perform, tend to destroy public

respect for the art.

That which is good will be original, but it must

neither ignore or contort natural law. The artist who feeds
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his ego with his art at the expense of the materials, the

problems to be solved, and the individuals involved, becomes

self-indulgent and an obstacleto his own purpose.

The architect, his work, and the process by which

it is done, exists socially, physically and economically, as

well as aesthetically. It demands an integrated approach by

an integrated person. The architect must tread the narrow

path between economy and elegance; between experiment and

natural law; between self-confidence and ego mania, and be-

tween those oft confllcting interests of client, builder, and

himself.

Architecture can exist as a valid form of self-

expression enly within the boundaries delimited by an under-

standing of the nature of physical and spiritual responsibil-

ity. Prerogatives taken beyond these limits become dangereus

to the extent of the ego which exercises them. Prerogative

beyond understanding becoes license. It is essential then,

that even as we attempt to extend them, we rmain conscious

of eur limits of understanding.

S o c i a l i s t i c

Many who have felt aversion towards a mechanistic

world and have realized the fallacy of mistaking egocentric-

ity for individuality, are willing to pay even that which
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gives them the choice, their freedom, for what they believe

te be a better life; socialism. A guaranteed mediocrlty, plac-

ing premium on the mediocre, is in itself but a legally imple-

mente machine devised to further divide man from bis nature

and Nature itself. Self deception regarding the laws of na-

ture are es destructive to Nations as to individuals. The

temptation to legislate into being, emasse, an integrated

physical, social, and economic culture is great; but would ul-

timately kill that which it sought to nourish, the individual.

”The very totalitarianism of the collective state',

comments Herbert Read, ”.... abolishes all competitive spirit ·
it even tends, by pursuing a policy of autarky, to eliminate

international struggles. The English automobile, for example,

so long as it had to fear the competition of the American car,

was spurred on to some progressive sense of design. Abolish

this copetition, unify production under state management, and

what motive remains for progress? The State car would be a

utility car, economical to run, possibly cheap to buy, but as

dull as a blue book or a pstage stamp, or any other typical

product of existing industries”.33 Even if an immediate physi-

cal improvement, of what significance for the individual to do

the right thing for the wrong reason? We do not need a social

State but a State composed of individual: freely observing a
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high degree cf social consciousness. Only then can it have

meaning,

In this country today, Govornent housing projects

have come more by way of a sedative, to immediately relieve a

given pain, than as a cure effected by the removal of its

cause. As well as depriving the individual of the opportunity

to better himself, it but further obscures that which might,

if carried to extree, demand of him an attitude of partici-

pation.

Typical of current thinking in this direction, are

the cbservations and recomendations of Louis Mumford, who

aequately diagnoses our present condition; properly delegat·

ing the responsibility to man's misunderstanding of an indus-

trial society. Unfortunately, however, in prescribing the cure

he becomes reckless of individual freedom; that which main-

tains man as werthy of cure. 'If we wish tc retain the single

family house", he says, "we shall have to accept it as a com-

pletely manufactured article; and in this event we must throw

overboard every sentimental demand".34

Humford has suggested that the idea of the individual

custom built house must soon be discarded; that soon people must

accept mass produced dwellings; that residential space must be

reduced to the point of necessitating communal recreation halls
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for private family entertainment.35 This trend of thinking

seems to stem from a willingness to apply, without reservation,

but one segment of our technology to a problem which demands a

hroader approach. Even if the ideal house could be devised to

. suit the needs of the average man, we would have no solution;

the average man does not exist. If one group like red and the

other blue, shall we paint their community center purple?

Still mre important, are the less tangible problems. There

exists no universal site and there exists no common hunger for

a single spiritual expression.

Mumford further claims that
”Ne can achieve individu-

ally only on a comunal scale°.36 To legislate a valid shell

for an invalid civilization will but make our errors more diffi-

cult to perceive. Would Mumford have us appear to be what we

are not. le must begin at the beginning; with the individual.

0 r g a n i c

Organic design will com of an organic society; a

peoples conscious cf developing frm within a relationship be-

tween themselves and nature. A people with this understanding,

limited as it must be, will be able to orient the machine with

relation to man instead of vice versa; escape the pitfalls of

the perversion of individuality into egocentricity, and produce

a unified cultural expression without the dubious behefit of
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force through socialism, by appealing to that which is high-
est in each of us.

Reluctant to accept, as so many of the otherwise

qualified have, the cynicism of Christopher Fry, who defines
the city as ”Garbage Indestructib1e”,37 some pursue a search
for solution. It is rare that we find a structure integrated

even within itself, and when we do, it is rarely integrated
with its own site; and still more rarely integrated with ad-

jacent development. We can look to past cultures for re-
assurance that a con criterion can be found. Typical of
those searching today for this criterion, is Amos Ih Tiao
Chang, whose coments directly pertain to the current archi-
tectural crlsis that precipitated an almost head-on collision
of thinking between the camps of organic and “international”

architects.

”Nature always functions between deficiency
and surplus. Simplicity is enriched in vis-
ion at high speed while complexity is les-
sened in vision at slow motion. From an
humanitarian point of view, complexity in
a subway tunnel and simplicity in a prisonare both ggainst the law of nature and are
inhuman •

„

Amos Ih Tiao Chang
In the design of a community, provision must be made

for various density levels, and within each density level there
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must be available facilities to accommodate the wide range

of living programs. Within a community so designed, we can

expect to have a richer blend of people than in such cate-

gorized developments as New York': Styvestant Town, Wright's

Bread Acre City, Le Corbusier's Slab City, and other similar

one idea schemes.

There has risen the notion that those who look to

nature in search of a valid frae of reference in architecture,

are followers of the group of architects headed by Frank Lloyd

Wright. Although, in our own tim, Frank Lloyd Wright proba-

bly saw more and earlier the significance of an organic inte-

gration of planning on a wider range of levels, we need not

allow the brilliance of his vision to prevent us from critically

appraising his work or seeing the same understanding of a natur-

al criterion in the past or in other areas of work. Herbert

Read suggests the universality of a natural criterion in tie

and space.
”On what basis can we judge all the hetero-
geneous manifestations of art, if not by
social or ethieal standards? Where, if not
in a moral code, shall we find a criterion
of art? .. The answer is, of course, in
nature. There, absolute and universal, is
a touchstone for all human artifacts'.39

Herbert Read

In an organic, i. e., natural culture, the architect
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must assume the responsibility of influencing manufacturers
rather than accepting the reverse relationship, which now

seems to so much prevail. Seeing architecture more as a pro-
cess of integration than differentiation, he will narrow the

existing gap between the builder und himself. Those builders
who do see building in terms of other than quick sales and
profit deserve reassurance by those in whose hands profession-
al prerogative is placed. Like a stream, architecture can rise

no higher than its source.
Fundamental to organic architecture is the reali-

zation of the meaning of a concept; idea. It is the having of

a concept which precludes the possibility of executing organic

architecture without s degree of understanding. Necessari-
ly, it eliminates the miscellaneous and tackd on. The con-
cept is the central directing principle to which all parts are

subordinate and, also, through which these same parts become a

whole. They can and have been stolen, but to no purpose, for
without understanding they are but seeds without soil. Outside
of nature, which abounds, in fact consists of concepts, we can

see in architecture the presence or absence of the concept in
varying degree. For the technology available, both the Indian
teepee and the Eskimo igloo are the result of architectually
more sound concepts than the Empire State Building. Their
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huilders, perhaps hy instinct, never lost sight of what

they were doing or the materials that they were doing it

with. They sought a higher goal than either size or rent.

Organic architecture will never fall into the

rigid honndary of style, as it consists of as many schools

as there are architects who do work from their own under-

standing of nature. Their work will vary greatly hat it

will integrate one with the other, for they will each be

mutually sympathetic to a common validity.
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”Mankind precariously floats to its possible
survival on a raft, rather make·shift as yet,

and often lcakyz Planning and Design.“

Richard Neutra
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With the exeption of a preliminary discussion of

urban decentralization and the utilization of topographically

irregular land areas for building, Part Three is an attempt

to illustrate the writer's interpretation of an organic plan-

ning criterion.
”An agent, force or principle, or set of

such forces or principles, viewed as
creating, controlling or guiding the
universe; as, by provision of nature.”

Webster

Two levels of planning will be illustrated in the
following designs:

(1) A satellite community for Roanoke, Virginia.
(2) A prototype hillside house for the community.

This program is consistent with Roanoke's expected population

increase, and its limited area for expansion due to surround~

ing muntains; also, the general tendency today toards de-

centralization.

D E C E N T R A L I Z A T I 0 N

The mushrooming of the numnrous subdivisions on out
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cities' peripheries is indicative of man's increasing flight
from congested living. At the expense of much that brought
them there, people are having space. We must not thwart this
exodus; a natural reaction following a realiaation of the
failure of moth around the candle aggloeration; but lnsure
that it occurs within the frmework of a more organic pattern
than did the entry.

”The next pressure, is likely to be a nwcry for space to turn around in, for pri-
vacy and peace and quiet, for some chance
to get outdoors occasionally; in short
for better design. Architects should in·
sist on sme of their own kind of thinking,
and, who knows, perhaps help save our san-
ity°”40

Emerson Goble

The idea of draining our cities, like draining an
infection, is not new. Through a planned decentralization
based on varying taxable satellite cmmunities, designed to
meet specific needs, our cities can regeln a lost relationship
with the human. Generally, decentraliaation will tend to re-
duce inflated land values within the diseased hearts of the
cities, thus making available for public purchase areas for
circulation, parking, and openness, where most needed.

If decentralisation is to be other than a spreading
of the already existing chaos, care must be exercised in es-
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tablishing density limitations. “There has been given rise”,

Gallien teils us, ”to the idea that an apartment is an unde-

sirable neighher fer a single family dwelling. Such a notion

is entirely justified when we observe the difference in stand-

ards ef density between the two dwellings.”4l Topegraphical

restraints netwithstanding, eans are available to avoid the

disadvantages of density ccnflicts.

The nature of the area of the circle; increasing,

as it does, as the square of the distance from the center:

suggests the center of the city as the place for high density,

and the peripheries as the place fer reduced density. The

C,I,A.H. Tewn Planning Chart suggcsts that “different density

limits should be fixed for different residential districts,

based on the factors influencing the living conditions within

each district.”42 Since more people can be adequately heused

in tall structures than in low structures, it would appear, gen-

erally, that building height and population density should very

as an inverse expenential function of their distance from the

center ef the city.

Becentraliaation tends to separate dwelling sites

frem industrial areas, communication and transportation centers,

which might possibly constitute military ebjectives. It is

only realistic to censider this advantage in view ef the ef-
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fects of mdern aerial warfare.
Many cities have more than filled, since their

beginning, the obvious building sites available. The ne-
cessity for expansion may well within the next few years

challenge man's imagination to provide habitable space on
land heretofore considered unfit for development.

T O P 0 G R A P H Y A N D B U I L D I N G

Man has built on irregular terrain throughout
history for uumerous reasons, ranging from defense to re-
ligious expression. Whatever were his reasons, his building
ingenuity was given an excellent opportunity for expression,
the most successful results being those most indigenous af

the materials used as well as the site.

Many of the early Agean cities, irregular in form
with narrow streets following the contours of the topography
were highly developed. They included water supply, sanita—
tion, and drainage systems. After the letter part of the

fifth Century the scrouge of the gridiron plan was applied
by Hippodamus to Greek cities, regardless of topography, creat-

ing many streets so steep they could be negotiated only by

steps; an example of th futility of thwarting nature.
The medieval culture produced perhaps the most re-
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cent large scale developments in rugged terrain, for the
styles that followed relied for design upon the center lines
and axes whether it was done under either the misapprehension
that it was profitable or aesthetic. Homgeneity of expres-
sion in medieval architecture, as well as being the result
of a limited selection of building materials, echoed a uni-
fication of spirit through religion. Also, although perhaps
by necessity, there was a unity in site development.

”Aiding the protection of cities, the
sites were usually on irregular terrain
occupying hilltops orislands. The town
was designed to fit the tepographic fea-
tures. The circulation and building spaces
were molded to these irregular features
and naturally assumed an informal char-
acter .... Buildings assumed a function-
al character in both form and locetion...
Accident: of vista and contrasts of form
and color resulted from the contours ofthe land and the ingenious seläction of
the sites for each structure.” 3

Gallien
d

And in the Americas too, men have built on hilltops.

Archeologists have not yet determined with certainty why the

Incas spent such enormous energy building their mountaintop

cities. Hany believe today that rather than for defense the
sun bathed peaks were chosen for plitical and religious rea-
sons. As ell es forming a complete communications network,
these mountain cities were close to their God - the Sun.
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In our continent, with the exception of the Hopi

Pueblo villages, built for reasons of protection atop the
flat mesas of Northern Arizona, we seem to have avoided the

extremes of topographical irregularity. However, with in-

creased decentralization, together with a general rise in
population, we, together with the rest of the world, may well
have to look to unproductive land for normal expansion.
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”The mountain sites would make the nicest build-

ing sites .... 1 advocate building •„•. on the

portions of the land least useful for other pur-

poses. lt is possible to build a building any-

where in this new sense ef organio building ••••”

Frank Lloyd Wright
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P R E L I I I N A R Y D I S C U S S I 0 N

Boanoke, a metropolitan area of ninety thousand

people, expecting to increase to one hundred thousand by

1970,44 is surrounded by much land area which today is con-

sidered undesirable for building. Here, as in mst urban

areas, there has been a general trend toward decentraliza-

tion of ppulation, partlcularly by those of the upper in-

come group. Those who can, although they still depend on

the city as a commercial and cultural center, are leaving

the congestion of the cities. A twofold problem arises;

that of providing the population with a home, free of the

city': confusion, without depriving the city of the finan-

cial and civic responsibility owed it by the people who use

it.

It is proposed that a taxable satellite community

be developed to fill the need of those various individual:
and groups desiring to live in a reasonably low density resi-

dential area, without sacrificing neighborhood and community

advantages, A project of this type could be built either as

a subdivision or as a co·operative. Regardless of the method

of financing, the major portion of the development would have

to be complete at the outset, as a partial development might
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leave it too small to stand alone. A project of this type,
the demand for which is somewhat unknown, would more likely
materialiae as a fulfillment of individual subscription rath-
er than promotional speculation.

C 0 N S I D E R A T I 0 N S

It is the purpose here to outline conditions, the
consideration of which, led to the development of the major
decisions regarding the community design.

S i t e

A site, cmbining land economy and the beauty of
undiaturbed nature, within easy autombile commuting distance
of Roanoke, was desired for the satellite community. _

The site chosen is generally rectilinear, approxi-
mately two by three miles in size, and ranglng in elevation
above sea level fro 1300 to 2470 feet. The boundaries nearly
follow the watershed for the two included man made lakes. At
present the area is owned by the City of Roanoke and is a part

of the public water supply system, the lakes being used as
reservoirs. As the crow flies, the center of the site is a-

bout seven miles northeast of the business district of Roanoke,

although by the inadequate existing roads, the distance is
greater. Inaccessibility, largely the result of a rugged
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terrain, appears to be much responsible for lack of develop-

ment of the area. The steep slopes and rocky soll reader the

entire area almost entirely useless from an agricultural point

of view. The timber, particularly on top of the upper slopes,

is sparse and of a scrub growth. With the exception of the

Roanoke City Water Supply facilities, several small scattered

farm dwellings, and connecting roadways, the site is practi-

cally in its aborlginal state.

G e o 1 o g i c a l

The geological structure, unlike that of many of the

mountalnous areas of the Appalachians, ls solid rock, eing

unstratlfied lgneous Pre-cambrian, with little danger of slip-
P*¤¢•

In nature there occurs four main types of earth move-
ment. Each will be brlefly discussed; first, in a general

sense, and second, as it applies to the site.

l. Creep: This is the slow and relatively steady

movement of soll down slopes. It is responsi-

ble for the tipping of fence posts and is caus-

ed by the alternate shrlnking and swelllng of

solls on slopes of more than three or four de-

grees. It may extend to a depth of fifteen er

twenty feet.
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In the design of the hillside struc-

tures, particularly on steep slopes where

the soil cover is light, the footings will

be concentrated and extended to bedrock.

Underground pipes and conduits should be made

flexible enough to move with the creep. Where

it is impractioable to build footings to the

depth of bedrock, they should be tied togeth-

er so the entire structure can mve as a unit.

This letter system is only practical on small-

er buildings.

2. Landslides: The landslide is a fairly rapid

meveeut of soil masses in cobined horizon-

tal and vertical direction:. The soil slope
is usually unstable for years, and gives warn-

ing of its instability from time to time by

slow settlement or the formation of cracks.

There are four types of slides listed below:
(a) Slides in Loose Cohesionless Solls
(b) Slides in Detritus
(cl Slides in Homogeneous Clay
(d) Slides in Clays with Cohesionless Soil:

Of these types, only slides in detritus are of
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slgnificance in this area. Detritus is a rel-
atively thin layer of weathered material cover-
in rock strata. It is known as talus in steep
slopes an residual soll in flat slopes.

When saturated with water, its eight in-
creases and strength decreases. The material
will slide down the surface of underlying rock
as if it ere a thick viscous liquid. Such
slides are common when the underlying rock is
shale or shist and are particularly prevalent

when rock contains bands of partially weathered

serpentine, talic or chlerite.
Typical slides of this type occur in the

springtime in the hilly regions of lest Virginia,
Southeastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, and in

the San Francisco area.
The site chosen is uostly pre-cambrian

igneous in geological structure and not suscepti-
hle to auch slides. In areas with shist and shale
under the surface, inspectlon will be necessary
to determine stability.

3. Subsidences: Vertical earth movements called sub-
sidences may occur anywhere a cavity exists be-
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neath the soil. They occur in areas under-

laid by cavernous limestone, mines, etc. Typi-

cal results are the sinkholes of Kentucky,

Tennessee, Virginia, Georgia and Ohio.

The rock structure in the area, being ig-

neous, is not conducive to the formation of

caverns, nor are there abandoned mines, or

other voids below the surface to cause failure

of this type. There are no sinkheles present

on the site today.

4. Rockfalls. Rockfalls are movements of detached

rock fragments down steep sloes.

The site will be inspected for unstable

rocks which, when discovered, will be either

fastened or remved.45

Host of the area is wooded and has a minimum of under-

growth. With the exception of areas adjacent to human activity,

the natural ground cover will be left undisturbed to provide,

as well as beauty; windbreaks, sound barriers and outdoor air

conditioners. These natural areas will serve as the mat for the

development, as well as provide a criterion for design.

The site development will consist of modifying the

land surface to provide for the confortable accommodation of
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man. The nature of the site and the nature of man, two con-

Stants, one more easily discernible than the other, are to be

integrated: by definition in harmony.

C l i m a t 0 1 0 g i c a 1

The nature of the etmosphere in which the develop-

mnt exists is as important in the physical planning, particu-

larly in areas of varied topography, as the nature of the land

itself.
The mean climate conditions of the Roanoke area are

given below:

Average Temperature ...... 55.9°

Reinfall ................. 4l.67”

Average Snowfall ......... l4.7“

Mean uuaiuuy ............ 68.5% *6
Interior living space reductions, largely the result

of changes in living habits, increased building costs, and re-

duced domestic help, have placed a new premium on outdoor liv-
ing areas. The table of monthly een temperatures which follows
suggests that fully half the year is suitable for comfortable

outdoor living. On the community level, provision can be made

for outdoor recreation and relaxation areas; on the individual
level, outdoor living, dining, and recreation areas could use-

fully and aesthetically be drawn inte, and extended out from
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the house itself.
January ................... 47.6°

February .................. 40.3°

March ..................... 42.6°
April ..................... 53.7°
lay ....................... 65.5°
June ...................•.. 7l.4°

July ...................... 73.2°

August .................... 72.2°
September ................. 66.6**
October ................... 60.9°
November .................. 43.2°

December .................. 34.6° 47

We live close to the greund in a disturbed thin

skin of atmosphere. The condition of this atmosphere can

very sharply in distances of less than a mile and in ele-

vation changes of but a few feet. These local fluctuations

are considered in determining the microclimate; and are due

to variations in local topography, to the presence or absence

of water bodies, to forest or park areas, and to the struc-

ture and cover of the soils. Due to the rugged terrain,

presence of lakes and wooded areas, microclimate will be of

special importance in locating and designing the buildings
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of this project.

Air temperature change can result from but small

differences in elevation. On a clear still night, for ex-

ample, in a small trough (400 feet wide) with a 25 foot dif-

ference in elevation, the low point is ll degrees colder and

the humidity is 20 percent higher than the crest. The low

points, to which the cold air drains, are known as frostho1es•

In the daytie the condition is reversed, the frostholes be-

ing 4 or 5 degrees warmer and the humidity, 10 percent higher.

It may be said then, that troughs tend to accentuate extremes.

The advantages of building on higher ground may, however, be

offset by wind conditions, depending upon direction and veloc-

ity. The wind on the windward slopes is comparable to or even

greater than the wind on the crests, while on the leeward slopes

it is mitigated.

The average wind velocity and the average monthly

wind direction for the Boanoke area in 1952 are as follows:

Average Wind Velocity 7.3 IH

January „„„„„„„•••• NW

February •.•......••„„„•.• WNW

March „....•........„••••. NW

April ....•.••„••.•„•.•„.. NW

Hay .•....•..•••.•••„••••• SE
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June ..................... W
July ..................... W

August ................... SE
September ................ NE
October .................. W
November ................. W
December ................. W 48

Considering the advantages offered through the ex-
ploitation of solar radiation, generally the best building
sites in undulating terrain lie on the southeast slopes about
miduay between top and bottom.

Next to topographioal considerations, the proximity
of water bodies is of importance. The lee sides of water bod-

S

ies have less extreme climates than the windward sides: thns

water has a stabilizing effect on temperature.
Earth surface conditions have a definite effect on

the microclimate; dry sand and gravel causing higher tempera-
tures and lower humidity than wet soil. Natural cover tends
to decrease extremes; thus deciduous vines and trees provide
summertime protection.

Decentralization to the open country offers the ad-
vantage of choosing sites with natural advantages nearly im-
possible to attein in crowded cities. It is self-explanatory
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to cite that in the summer the surface temperature of a grass
plot is up to 25 or 30 degrees lower than asphalt.49
Land Planning

The community is to be planned for those who desire

an almost country environment without sacrificlng the advan-

tages of an integrated neighborheod life. The size of the
community should be at least cf 550 to 600 families, the mini-
mum necessary to suppgrt an elementary school. It is the pur-

pose here to set forth the primary land planning considere-
tions which would effect the design of this community.

1. Dwellingsz The dwellings themselves, being
the reason for the ccmmunity, Wßrrant first consideration.

(al Density and Size: The total area of the

site is 3856.75 ecres, the greater portion
of which is to be used for single detached
dwellings. A community of the size desired
would give a gross density of about one fami-
ly per six or seven acres. Considering the
land necessary for community facilities and
unuseble land, the hat density would be con-
siderably less; about one family per three
acres. Due to topographical irregularities,

however, individual lot sizes may very from
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two to five 8Gt8$•

Gb) Neighborhood: Although the size of the en-
tire community is little more than a neigh-
borhood in itself, due to its size, the
dwellings will be placed in groups in ac-
cordance with topographical and climatologi-
cal dictates. Each group will be considered
as a neighborhood having, as much as possi-
ble, access to lake frontage and also the
community center.

(c) Desirable uelling Sites: For climatologi·
cal and solar planning reasons, the sites
should generally be on the southwest slopes
and above frostholes. It is considered de-
sirable to reduce lot sizes on steep slopes,
as there is a greater privacy resulting from
elevation change, and also less possibility
of complete site development. For reasons
of safety and beauty, there should be a mini-
mum of building ou primary roads.

2. Community Facilities: An area centrally located
and on reasonably level terrain is considered a desirable lo-
cation for the community facilities. Although Smalluess of
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the community will necessarily limit the number of commun-

ity facilities that it will be able tc support, due to its
remoteness, a minimum number of facilities are considered
essential.

(a) Administrative: Necessary for the adminis-

tration and maintenance, and fire and police
protection, is a centrally located and easy
to find administration building.

üü Educational: Educational facilities must be
provided to accommodate the expected number
of pupils from the comuuity.
(1) Nursery School: A nursery school should

be provided for the children whose parents

work outside the home during the day. It
should be located on the route most trav-
eled hy members of the community on their
way to and from work.

(2) Elementary School: An elementary school
should he provided in a central location

and have adequate level land nearby for
playgrounds.

(3) High School: As the size of the community

is considered too small to support a high
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school, these children of high school age

would have to ccmmute to a Roanoke high

school.
(c) Commercial: A commercial center easily ac-

cessible to the entire community, with ade-

quate parking facilities included, should

he provided. The commercial center should

further include the following:

Food Market
Drug Store
Hardware and Drygoods Store
Service Station
Bus and Taxi Terminal

with Restaurant and Bar
Barber and Beauty Shop
Pickup Station for:

Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Shoe Repair

Rentable Office Space

In order to avoid conflict with customer

traffic, the commercial center should be

serviced from the rear.

3. Transportation: Necessary to the adequate

functioning of the community, with relation to itself and

outside areas, will be a system of roadways and walks.

(a) Vehicular Traffic:

(1) Arterial roadways should connect the
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community to Roanoke and nearby high-

ways. These arterial roadways should

have wide rights of way providing buf-

fers between the neighborhoods and high

speed traffic.
(2) Secondary Roadways: Secondary roadways

will be provided to connect the indi-

vidual dwellings to the primary road

and to the community center. Grade and

curve limitations, together with build-

ing sites, will determine their location.
(b) Pedestrian Traffic: Pedestrian and bicycle

pavements should be provided to interconnect
the neighborhoods and to connect the neigh-

borhoods to the community center.

4. Recreation Facilities: A low density comunity

offers many opportunities for outdoor recreation. Possible

considerations are as follows:

Community Park and Picnic Area
Boating Facilities
Swimming Facilities
Neighborhood Parks and Playground:

Land unsuitable for building, generally equally distributed

throughout the site, could be made available for public re-

creational use.
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The dwellings of the comunity resoive themselves
into four distinguishable neighborhoods contingent to the
community center. Their locations with respect to the com-
munity center and the number of dwellings in each are as fol-
lows:

South Neighborhood ...... 130
East " ...... 145
North ' ...... 118
West

”
...... 193

There are a total of 586 dwellings in the comunity, giving
it a gross density of one family per 6.58 acres.

The community center occupies a central location
with respect to the neighborhood, being placed on the less
irregular terrain which surrounds the largest of the two lakes.
It provides sites for an elementary school with a 200 pupil
capacity, administration building, commercial center, and a
community park and picnic area.

Three arterial roadways connecting, with benefit of
traffic circles, to the internal arterial roadway around the
community center, provide means of access and egress to and
from the community. These rcadways connect outside of the
community as follows:

1. The roadway over the northwest escarpment connect:
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the community with U. S. Highway Route 460 at
Bonsaoks, Virginia.

(2) The roadway between Weaver Knob and Stewart

Knob connects the community with Roanoke through

Vinton.
(3) The roadway south from the community center con-

nects the community with Virginia State Highway,

Route 24, at Stewartsville, Virginia.
A community park and picnic area is located on the

east shore of the larger of the two lakes. Land not suitable
for building is used to provide natural park and playground

areas.

The design of the Satellite Community for Roanoke

is graphically presented with drawings and photographs on pages

88 through 92.
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A SATELLITE COMMUNITY FOR

ROANOKE
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DETAIL OF COMMUNITY CENTER
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VIEW FROM NORTHEAST
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A PROTOTYPE HILLSIDE HOUSE
FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNITY
FOR ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
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”
.... a house should make the life of the people living

in it a complete and beautiful thing. When a man wakes
up on a spring morning with the sun shining, his elation
should bounce from the walls and into him again. The
house should be a sounding board for the best in him, a
compliment to his personality. A thing of fresh, clean
sparkling shapes and colors, of masses and textures per-
fectly composed. A man should find it no effort in his
house to do the really .... pleasant things. To have mu-
sic, when he wants it without effort. To have outdoor
extensions of the house, mrging with the least interrup—
tion, available without effort. To have a room for books
or a room with a bench and a visa. To have snug tight
caves and on the other hand places like the open sky.

”The thing should be personal and soething more than
a statement of a man's wealth and prosperity. Even the
barren empty man should, as time passes and in spite of
himself, find things that he hadn't paid for and a new
gradual understanding of beauty. Or let the empty man
live in row houses.” 50

Charles Cnmings
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G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I D N
In the design of a prototype hause ta be built

in the Satellite Community far Raanoke, there will be an
attempt to expand the interpretation of a natural planning
criterion. This house is to be considered as a pt0t0typ¤
in design approach only. It is to be, as is the community,
a highly specialized house, designed to meet specific re-
quirements. While it is true that the house designed far
an individual may be of little value in terms of resale,
its worth ta the one Who would want it, could be immeasur-
able.

In hillside designs, it is often ncessary, be-
fore developing the horizontal plan, to make many decision:
towards development of the vertical plan. Huch of this ver-
tical plan will be dictated by the specific slope. It might
be said that the physical conditions tend more ta force an
integrated planning approach; that is to say, simultaneous

design in all dimensions; thus precluding the often erran-
ously applied maxim - that if a good plan is evolved, good
elevations will necessarily follow.

C 0 N S I D E R A T I O N S

Those same considerations outlined for the design
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of the Satellite Comunity for Roanoke, especially those
regarding site, geology, and climate, are to be consider-
ed in the design of the hillside house. Only the function-
al and technical considerations which pertain directly to

the house are set forth herein.
F u n c t i 0 n a 1

The house is to be designed for a couple inter-
ested in creative work. Although provision should be made
for house guests and a modlcum of entertaining, the general
tenor of their life is to be rather austere. The structure
and aesthetics of the house should be designd in a manner
which will lend itself to future expansion. Quality of
wcrkmanship in the construction of the house is considered
to be indispensable.

Areas and requirements to be included are outlined
as follows:

1. Living Area

(a) Cooking and Dining Space
(b) Conversation Space
(c) Fireplace
(d) Planting Space
(e) Access to Outdoor Dining Terrace(I) view

2. Shop Area
(a) Work Space
(b) Bench
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(c) Storage Space
(d) Access to Carport
(e) Access to Quiet Porch Area(f) View

3. Study Area
(a) View
(b) Desk
(G) Planting Space

4. Sleeping Area
(a) Flexible to becme part

of Living Area
(b) Access to Private Porch
(c) Storage Space
(d) Prctected from Public view

5. Tcilet Facilities
(a) Sunken Tab and Shower
(b) Counter Type Lavatory
(c) Water Closet (cut of view from

adjacent living spaces)
(dl Storage Space
(e) Natural Lighting
(f) Indoor - Outdoor Relationship

6. Porches connecting to:
(a) Sleeping Area
(b) Living Area
(c) Shop Area

7. Carport
(a) Near Entrance
(b) Ccntingent to Shop
(c) Sunshade

8. Mechanical Equipment and Storage Space

(a) accessible from Outdoors
(b) Vibration Resistant
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9. Outdoor Area Development: With the exception
of the driveway, and small informal planting
areas adjacent to the terrace, the site will
be left in its natural state.

T e c h n i c a 1

With the exception of a few generalities which
are considered significant in the design of a hillside house,
the discussion of technical considerations is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

The house is to be designed in such a manner that
it must be built by somcne who likes to build. There should
not be drawn a sharp line between carpentry and cabinet work.

As much as possible the components of the house, due
to the soewhat inaccessibility of the site, should be kept
reasonably small in order to avoid problems in handling.

In the location and design of the footings and
foundations, an effort should be made to anticipate site
development. The building itself, after the eeting with
the hill has been effected, presents few technical problems
not normally encountered in construction on flat land.

From an engineering point of view, the hillside
should be approached as sympatheticelly as possible.
P K E S E N T A T I 0 N

The house is considered as two interlocking struc-
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tural cages. The upper one, containing the living functions,

meets the hillside horizontally in contrast with the vertical
d

eeting of the hillside by the shop element at a lewer level.

The design of the hillside hause is graphically pre-

sented with drawings and photographs on pages 100 through 105.
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VIEW FROM NGRTH ABOVE
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VIEW FROM NORTH BELOW
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VIEW OF APPROACH FROM NORTHEAST
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